
Jet zero: our strategy for net zero aviation

Personal details  

Q1. Your (used for contact purposes only):

name Cait Hewitt

email cait@aef.org.uk

Q2. Are you responding:

on behalf of an organisation?

Organisation details  

Q3. Your organisation is in:

a non-governmental organisation?

Q4. Your organisation is based in:

London

Clear goal, multiple solutions  

Q6. Do you agree or disagree that UK domestic aviation should be net zero by 2040?

Agree

Why?
We agree, but this needs to be seen and presented in context. While the target is probably achievable, it
will have limited impact on overall emissions. Given that domestic aviation is responsible for only 4% of
total aviation emissions, even complete decarbonisation of these flights will represent only a small step
towards the sector-wide net zero. It would be misleading to suggest that the testing of small aircraft
running on hydrogen or electric power indicate that decarbonisation of long-haul flight is within easy reach
and ministers should avoid any such implication.

Implementation  

Q7. How do you propose that net zero domestic aviation by 2040 could be implemented?

The domestic target should be achieved using zero carbon technologies (which given likely technology
readiness and range are best suited to these flights), and should exclude the use of SAF, offsets or
removals, in order to drive technology innovation and save other options for longer-haul flights. In order to
create appropriate investor confidence and private sector investment the Government should adopt a
policy that no domestic routes will be able to operate after 2040 unless they are using zero carbon
aircraft, with a progressive phase-out being introduced from the mid-2020s. Government subsidy should,
meanwhile, be focused on public transport alternatives where they exist (between mainland cities for
example) rather than on the aviation sector, as overland transport is both cheaper to decarbonise and
more energy efficient.

CO2 emission reduction trajectories  

Q8. Do you agree or disagree with the:

 Strongly
agree Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree Strongly
disagree

Don't
know?

continuation of current trends
scenario?   X    

high ambition scenario?   X    

high ambition with a breakthrough
on SAF scenario?   X    

high ambition with a breakthrough
on zero emission aircraft

scenario?
  X    

Comments:
This question is difficult to answer as it is unclear whether it asks respondents to agree that the scenario
should or could be pursued, as distinct from whether they think it is likely to arise. We therefore neither
agree nor disagree with the scenarios individually. 

We disagree that the scenarios overall represent a coherent vision for decarbonising aviation, as the
‘levers’ for delivering emissions cuts haven’t been costed, no robust policy plans are proposed for
delivering them (including overcoming key challenges), and the scenarios don’t present a sufficient range
of future possibilities. 

The strategy commits to the use of carbon pricing as a key policy mechanism for decarbonising aviation,
yet the carbon prices used in the scenarios are average BEIS prices from 2018, designed for delivering an
economy-wide emissions cut of only 80% - not the net zero target to which we are now committed. Higher
carbon prices are likely to be needed in order to achieve this more ambitious target, as published by BEIS
in September 2021. Even then, it is not clear whether these prices will be sufficient as a proxy for the high
abatement costs associated with reducing aviation emissions in the scenarios. We would have expected to
see not a fixed price, but a variable price according to the assumptions made about the introduction of new
technologies, SAF and GGR. In line with the ‘polluter pays principle’ (which the Government says in
section 3.35 that it supports) and with CCC advice on mitigation for aviation, we would expect the aviation
industry to pay for the measures needed to decarbonise its operations, and to pass on these costs to
consumers. The carbon values used in the scenarios very likely underestimate the future costs to the
industry and consumers. 

In the modelling presented, however, a shift to faster technology take-up than would otherwise be
expected (2% rather than 1.5% annual fuel efficiency improvement), as in the High Ambition scenario
which the Government supports, appears to occur without any additional costs being incurred. 

Even the 1.5% per annum improvement assumed in the ‘continuation of current trends’ scenario could be
considered optimistic. While there may be evidence that this rate has been achieved in the past, it is not
clear to us why the Government believes it will continue in future, rather than the lower rates that were
used in the DfT’s 2017 aviation emissions forecasts. At that time, under the central demand forecast future
the annual improvements assumed were 0.62% for 2016-30, 1.31% for 2030-2040, and 1.45% for 2040-
2050. The ‘evidence and analysis’ document indicates that the 1.5% figure is ‘based on central case from
ATA research’ though without a page reference or similar we have been unable to see how the number
has been derived. 

As with fuel efficiency improvements, there is no modelling of the cost for airlines to invest in GGR
(“abatement outside the sector”) or in zero carbon fuels, nor in fact any policy proposals for ensuring that
these measures are delivered. We therefore have very little confidence in the claim that the sector can
decarbonise while allowing for passenger growth rates of 60% and continued airport expansion. While the
consultation claims that options exist for allowing a similar level of carbon abatement to that modelled by
the Climate Change Committee while accommodating much higher levels of passenger growth, in the
absence of costs or measures to deliver these options, it would be a very risky strategy to allow growth to
take place now, including investment in new airport infrastructure, in the hope that new technologies
somehow arise in future.

Q9. Do you think there are alternative evidence-based scenarios we should be
considering?

Yes

Other scenarios  

Q10. What are the alternative evidence-based scenarios you think we should be
considering?

Comments:
A number of alternative, evidence-based scenarios exist, many of which incorporate analysis of costing
and whole-economy resource limits in a way that DfT’s scenarios don’t. These include:
• CCC’s aviation analysis for the Sixth Carbon Budget
• UK FIRES ‘Absolute Zero’ analysis (which concludes that given the likely change of technological
development there may be no room for any aviation activity in the UK by 2050)
• Centre for Alternative Technology, ‘Zero Carbon Britain’, 2019, which advocates reducing aviation
demand by 2/3 by 2030
• WWF-UK ‘Keeping it Cool’, 2018

CO2 emission reduction trajectories  

Q11. Do you agree or disagree that we should set a CO2 emissions reduction trajectory to
2050?

Agree

Why?
We welcome the fact that the Government has committed to inclusion of international aviation (and
shipping) emissions in the sixth carbon budget. This budget period does not begin, however, until 2033.
Given that UK aviation emissions were, in 2019, higher than ever before and that the sector is anticipated
to be one of the hardest to decarbonise, it is essential to set out a pathway to decarbonisation
immediately, to ensure that projections of future emissions reduction are in fact being delivered, and to
inform decision-making in relation to airport development.

Q12. How do you think the trajectory should be set?

On something else:
Both are needed.

Why?
An in-sector emissions trajectory is needed in order to drive innovation. A net trajectory is needed to make
clear the extent to which GGR will be needed, and the pace at which the industry should be making
appropriate investments. Together, these will help inform the proposed five-year reviews of whether the UK
has the right mix of in-sector and out-of-sector policies. 

The net trajectory should, however, include only greenhouse gas removals and, for flights to domestic and
EEA destinations, UK ETS credits. Other offsets based on avoided emissions should not be regarded as
legitimate for compliance with the trajectory. Use of SAF should be included under the net, not the actual
trajectory, since actual CO2 from aircraft using SAF are at least as high as those from kerosene.

Q13. Do you agree or disagree with the in sector CO2 emissions trajectory set out which
has CO2 emissions of 39 Mt in 2030, 31 Mt in 2040, 21 Mt in 2050 and why?

We have answered this question and the following question together since the trajectories are closely
related. 

We note that these figures fall within the range that CCC has modelled for aviation and within industry
modelling (assuming that higher forecast emissions in 2030 result from not taking the effects of the
Covid-19 pandemic into account, rather than policy choice). We have several concerns about the
proposed trajectories however.

1) Significantly different assumptions have been made by CCC in relation to the level of aviation demand
that can be accommodated under these trajectories. This matters, partly because so many airports are
currently in the process of applying for growth. Given the weaknesses in the Government’s emissions
modelling as outlined above, and the failure to present policy measures that would ensure that emissions
reductions are delivered in line with the trajectory, no new capacity should be released until it is clear that
UK aviation emissions are falling. To expand airports now risks creating stranded assets or locking in a
growth pathway that may not be compatible with net zero. 

2) It is currently impossible to feel confident that 21 Mt GGR will be available annually for the aviation
sector by 2050. Greater ambition is needed on cutting actual emissions as is a pathway for delivering
GGR that ensures that it is paid for by the industry.

3) Any trajectory that allows aviation emissions to increase beyond their pre-pandemic level is
unacceptable. The pandemic has created an opportunity for the Government to act decisively to bring
down aviation emissions and to ensure that the 2019 level is never exceeded. Given the cumulative
nature of CO2, and the aviation industry’s track record of emissions growth, emissions must begin a
downward trajectory now. 

4) The trajectory allows for 7-16 Mt offsets or removals by 2030. Our view is that only carbon removals or
– where relevant – UK ETS credits should be included. Other offsets based on avoided emissions, and
from the voluntary carbon market or CORSIA should not be counted in the trajectory This would follow
CCC’s advice in relation to compliance with carbon budgets, and would ensure that only genuine
reductions in line with an economy-wide net zero trajectory are counted.

Q15. Do you agree or disagree that we should review progress every five years and adapt
our strategy in response to progress?

Disagree

Why?
We would support an approach of checking progress in the context of a review of carbon budgets once
IAS has been included. In the meantime, there are so many uncertainties that a more regular review is
needed. This must begin with proposals for a meaningful set of policies and enforcement mechanisms.

System efficiencies  

Q16. Do you agree or disagree with the overall approach to improve the efficiency of our
existing aviation system?

Nether agree nor disagree

Why?
Efficiency improvements are frequently cited as a reason for airspace change which is in fact being driven
by a desire to increase airspace capacity. Efficiency improvements, both operational and technological,
have not historically been sufficient even to offset growth from aviation, highlighting the importance of
testing any proposed efficiency measures against an emissions reduction trajectory. 

Airspace change can create noise disbenefits (such as concentrating noise, or exposing people to
significant noise for the first time) when it takes place in lower level airspace, and many proposals have
been strongly resisted for this reason by our member groups. The current process for assessing the noise
impact of airspace change is delivered by the CAA but without any meaningful policy underpinning from
the Government in terms of appropriate targets for reducing community noise exposure. The need to
address noise concerns may constrain the ability to fully optimise the system for emissions reduction.

The Government is proposing that all airport operations in England should be zero emission by 2040 for
scope 1 and scope 2 emissions. This seems a good aim, but relates very largely to buildings and surface
transport, and should not be considered an aviation emissions policy since these emissions are out of
scope of the proposed trajectory.

Q17. In your opinion, to ensure we maximise efficiency within the current aviation system,
what more could be done or done differently?

Several possible measures that should be considered as part of a policy plan. The process of slot
allocation could be reformed to encourage flights with the highest level of efficiency. This has been an
area of Government interest in the past, but the practical difficulties for implementation have prevented
progress. Further consideration should also be given to the role of airport charges. While noise and NOx
charges are common, lessons learned demonstrate that schemes should be reviewed regularly to ensure
appropriate differentiation is maintained for the current fleet. 

Effective taxation can also play a role. The availability of relatively cheap kerosene will delay efficiency
improvements unless taxed to reduce the price differential, something that has been made possible on
departures to EEA destinations in the post-Brexit UK-EU air services agreement. Inefficiency could also
be taxed, for example by supplementing APD with a charge for taxing empty seats on aircraft, or empty
capacity on a freighter.

Sustainable aviation fuels  

Q18. Do you agree or disagree with the overall approach for the development and uptake
of SAF in the UK?

Our view is that further analysis is needed to understand the extent to which SAF can deliver aviation
emissions mitigation. Much of the aviation industry is arguing strongly that SAFs can, with appropriate
government investment, radically change the trajectory of future aviation emissions. We are doubtful,
however, about whether the kind of SAFs that are currently available should be regarded as offering
either (a) genuine aviation emission reductions or (b) a scaleable solution. We are concerned in particular
that the Government’s modelling assumes significant uptake of SAFs without any modelling of additional
cost, and assumes that all SAFs generate zero emissions, a claim not even made by the industry or
planned for by Government in its SAF mandate consultation. 

We welcome the fact that both the aviation industry and the Government recognise that crop-based fuels
are problematic for reasons of competition with agricultural and other land use needs. The current focus,
however on turning wastes, principally fats and agricultural wastes, into aviation fuel comes with its own
problems. 

When burned in an aircraft engine SAFs release at least as much CO2 as kerosene, but it is assumed
that some of the CO2 has been captured in advance of its use through previous absorption by plants. In
this way they represent a kind of ‘advance offset’, though in the case of wastes considerable energy is
likely to have been lost and CO2 released in the process. For waste fuels, however, an additional
calculation is typically made of benefits arising from the avoidance of methane release associated with
wastes being left in landfill sites. As a result, use of some waste-based fuels is sometimes claimed to be
over 100%, suggesting that taking a flight could actually lower atmospheric CO2. This is plainly wrong. 

While we support the principle of Lifecycle Analysis, we believe that an additional appraisal needs to be
made of how each fuel performs compared not with the current approach to CO2 mitigation from other
sectors as the counterfactual but with a scenario in which all sectors of the economy are on a pathway to
net zero. No mandate levels should be set, in our view, in advance of such analysis. ‘Avoided emissions’
in one sector as a result of SAF use, as with offsetting, should not be claimed as emissions reductions in
another in a net zero world where all sectors will need to achieve net zero emissions. In the long run,
waste must be reduced and methane release must be minimised in addition to aviation achieving net
zero. The use of waste as a fuel for aircraft therefore offers limited real emissions reduction, and will not
be a scaleable solution in the longer term. The danger of providing subsidy or other incentives for the
production of these fuels is that investment in real, long-term solutions may be delayed, and the false
impression may be created that the industry is on a meaningful decarbonisation pathway, at relatively low
cost, without any need for demand limits. 

We recognise that theoretical options exist for the production of net zero carbon fuel, through the direct
air capture of CO2 which is then combined with hydrogen generated through electrolysis of water using
renewable electricity. No such fuel is yet on the market however and it is likely to be both very expensive
and very energy intensive to produce. Appraisal needs to be made of the impact of providing sufficient
renewable energy to generate such fuel using green hydrogen. Our view is that, in line with the ‘polluter
pays’ principle, airlines should pay the cost of its own decarbonisation. If the cost of this type of fuel were
to be internalised in ticket prices, it would be likely to significantly increase the cost of flying – an effect
that must be incorporated into the Government’s modelling.

Finally, it is important to note that the most recent scientific evidence suggests that aviation’s total
warming impact to date is around three times higher than that estimated by looking only at CO2. Some
SAFs may be able to mitigate non-CO2 impacts to varying extents but none eliminate them. Policies to
tackle aviation’s non-CO2 impacts therefore need to be developed and – again – appropriately costed.

Q19. What, if any, further measures, do you believe, are needed to support the
development of a globally competitive UK SAF industry and to increase SAF usage?

We are uncomfortable with the idea that a SAF policy will focus on developing fuel for export. SAF should
only be increased to the extent that this will help to deliver economy-wide net zero emissions. Setting an
appropriate policy framework that makes clear that the industry needs to make the necessary investment
in its own decarbonisation is the best way to do this, beginning with the kind of net-zero compliant life
cycle appraisal we have discussed above. 

We will be responding to the SAF mandate consultation which considers some of the detail of how to
approach this issue.

Zero emission flight  

Q20. Do you agree or disagree with the overall approach for the development of zero emission
flight in the UK?

Neither agree nor disagree

Why?
The Jet Zero consultation features a number of electric and hydrogen powered aircraft on its front cover. It
claims that “Zero emission flight technologies such as hydrogen-electric and battery-electric aircraft have
already been demonstrated in the UK. Continued investment in these technologies could support a significant
reduction in global aviation emissions.” The evidence that DfT itself has commissioned to date does not
however support this claim. 

In 2018, the Department for Transport and the Committee on Climate Change jointly commissioned
"Understanding the potential and costs for reducing UK aviation emissions"
(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/785685/ata-
potential-and-costs-reducting-emissions.pdf). The study’s findings, summarised in Table ES-2, notably included
that ‘all electric propulsion’ was not anticipated to be possible for any of the aircraft sizes considered until after
2055 – too late for the UK’s legislated net zero target. The CCC’s most recent analysis – the aviation paper
published alongside the sixth budget advice in December 2020, is based meanwhile on modelling that ‘does
not have a role for hydrogen turbine or hydrogen fuel cell planes by 2050’.

The ‘evidence and analysis’ document accompanying this consultation quotes several industry sources as
claiming that small hydrogen-powered or all-electric aircraft could potentially enter the fleet between 2030 and
2035 and incorporates some of these aspirations into its ‘high ambition’ scenario. It acknowledges, however
that ‘the timelines for zero emission flight are still uncertain and depend on continual progression in battery,
fuel cell and liquid hydrogen propulsion technologies’. If these technologies do become available, it is likely
that they will operate only on short routes. 95% of UK aviation emissions are, however, for fights over 500km
(ttps://www.sustainableaviation.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Sustainable-Aviation-CSR-Submission-
FINAL-240920.pdf), suggesting a very limited role for then in reducing global aviation emissions in the
foreseeable future.

We support the aspiration to develop zero carbon aircraft for short routes, for example domestic travel that is
difficult to replace with overland options such as flights connecting the Scottish Highlands with the mainland,
and note that PSO routes could be used to test such technology. Our view is that the ‘net zero by 2040’ target
for domestic aviation should be met through zero emissions flights, rather than offsetting. Only green hydrogen
should be used. 

We support the work of the Jet Zero Council in considering whether and how these technologies could be
accelerated, and we are closely involved in the World Economic Forum’s Target True Zero initiative. However,
at this point in time, there is no evidence to suggest that these technologies could feasibly be used on long-
haul routes and the Government should avoid overclaiming about its potential.

Q21. In your view, what further measures are needed to support the transition towards zero
emission aviation?

Less long-haul flying. Since the zero emission fuels and aircraft are currently a long way from being
viable for long-haul commercial routes, the UK’s tourism strategy should focus on promoting both
inbound and outbound travel to places that can be reached either with sustainable overland travel, or, as
they become available in the future, using zero emission aircraft.

Markets and removals  

Q22. Do you agree or disagree with our approach for using:

 Strongly
agree Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree Strongly
disagree

Don't
know?

carbon markets to drive down
CO2 emissions?   X    

greenhouse gas removal
methods to drive down CO2

emissions?
  X    

Why?
We agree with the Government’s aim “to strengthen carbon pricing for aviation” and to ensure that
greenhouse gas removals are delivered. But it has set out few policies for delivering these aims.

Q23. What could be done further or differently to ensure carbon markets and greenhouse
gas removal methods are used most effectively?

The current approach is clearly inadequate. The large majority of aviation emissions have no carbon
price attached, and fuel is untaxed. We would support changes to the UK ETS to end free allowances for
airlines and to align the cap with a net zero trajectory. The UK ETS, especially with these changes, is
likely to be more effective than CORSIA given its numerous problems (including an end date of 2035 and
reliance on credits from voluntary carbon markets, such that the CCC recommends CORSIA permit
should not count towards UK carbon budgets) but will have limited effect by virtue of its scope; less than
a third of UK aviation emissions come from flights to Europe (https://www.sustainableaviation.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2020/10/Sustainable-Aviation-CSR-Submission-FINAL-240920.pdf). Methods to remove
greenhouse gases permanently, meanwhile, have yet to be rolled out. 

Possible steps could therefore include:
• Improvements to the UK ETS to align with net zero, and prioritising the sue of UK ETS over CORSIA on
routes where these two schemes overlap
• Accepting the CCC’s recommendation that, without reform, CORSIA units may not be used for
compliance with UK climate targets and budgets
• Increases in aviation tax to ensure that ticket prices better reflect the carbon cost of flying
• Application of the updated BEIS carbon values for policy appraisal to airport expansion proposals
• Policies to drive investment in greenhouse gas removals by polluters, or to raise revenue through a
carbon charge to cover the cost of Government investment
• Modelling of the likely cost of GGRs being included in aviation demand forecasts.

Influencing consumers  

Q24. Do you agree or disagree with the overall focus on influencing consumers?

Neither agree nor disagree

Why?
We agree that it is essential to improve consumer information regarding the CO2 from flights. Consumer
pressure on airlines to adopt more efficient practices has largely been absent to date, largely because of
the lack of data disclosed by the industry to support meaningful choices, and many surveys indicate that
many people do not have an accurate impression of the harm from flying compared with that of other
activities. 

A focus on influencing consumers should not, however, be seen as an alternative to more effective policies
to mitigate aviation emissions, but should include the provision of public information with a view to
securing voter support for stronger climate policy. The information provided to consumers should not just
be about choosing a more efficient flight over a less efficient one, or about options to buy voluntary carbon
offsets, but should encourage people to consider more sustainable modes of transport or of connecting
without travel.

Q25. In your view, what more can we do to support consumers to make sustainable
aviation travel choices?

Airlines already monitor and hold the information required for compliance with UK ETS and CORSIA
requirements, but actual published data is limited. To better inform the public, airlines should be required
to make this information available. 

We recommend:

• Avoiding misleading labels. Some booking sites already provide some CO2 information to consumers,
and advertise the option to as ‘book the greenest flight’. There are currently no sustainable aviation travel
choices, and no flight options available for sale should be described as ‘green’. Every flight that takes off
emits CO2 that – unless somehow removed in future – will remain in the atmosphere for hundreds of
years, continuing to cause warming.

• Providing actual CO2 data and not percentage improvements. Some flights generate lower emissions
per passenger than others (as noted in the Jet Zero consultation based on ICCT’s findings). But some
existing flight booking sites do not provide users with the total CO2 associated with the flight, instead
saying a flight is, for example, 8% more efficient than the average for the route. The total amount of CO2
should be provided in kg or tonnes of CO2. Consideration should also be given to alternative forms of
information provision, to ensure that it is easy to conceptualise. It would be worth testing, for example,
whether people relate more readily to information about how many barrels of oil their trip is responsible
for than a figure for CO2 emissions. (see, for example
https://twitter.com/kevpluck/status/1368788614709010432?s=20)

• Providing data at the point of sale. Information about the relative CO2 impacts of different flight choices
should be available at point of sale (not, for example, just on the CAA’s website) and should also be
included in all airline advertising. Some airlines do provide CO2 data for flights but this can be of limited
value as it is usually supplied after a booking has been made and in the context of selling offsets.

• Providing data by seat class. Given that travel in first class can emit four times as much CO2 as
travelling in economy (due to the space that a first class seat occupies), data should be provided for each
seating class available on a flight.

• Providing an explanation of non-CO2 impacts. Consumers should be made aware that the climate
impact is greater than from its CO2 emissions alone. 

Non-CO2 impacts  

Q26. In your opinion, what could be done further or differently to ensure we tackle non-CO2
impacts from aviation?

The latest science suggests that the true climate impact of aviation to date has been around 3 times that
of its CO2 emissions alone. In order to avoid dangerous levels of warming, including in the short term, it
is essential to reduce aviation’s non-CO2 impact. All proposed mitigation options for CO2 need to be
assessed for their non-CO2 impact, whether positive or negative. Some SAFs may lead to significantly
fewer particulates which contribute to the formation of contrails, potentially reducing some non-CO2
effects. As highlighted in the response by Safe Landing, however, there is also evidence that increasing
engine efficiency may lead to an increase in non-CO2 impacts
(https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.569.9411&rep=rep1&type=pdf). 

The most effective way of reducing non-CO2 impacts from flying this is to reduce flight numbers,
especially at night when contrails exert the biggest warming effect. Other options include trying to avoid
contrail formation by making changes to flight profiles, although climate scientists have warned that
further work is necessary before such measures should be rolled out (https://www.greenairnews.com/?
p=1421). The effectiveness of over-compensating for aviation CO2 with extra removals as a way of
preventing warming from non-CO2 impacts should also be considered.

Final comments  

Q27. Do you have any other comments you would like to add?

Comments:
Overall, the Jet Zero strategy assesses potential for aviation emissions mitigation rather than likelihood.
While some of the issues considered help to frame a policy discussion, the proposed measures to
decarbonise the sector fall a long way short of the scale of the challenge ahead. The focus appears to be
on what targets are most deliverable rather than on how to overcome the challenges identified, and the
proposals fail to give a clear steer on the overall direction that the industry needs to take. 

Technology ambition is essential, but without a plan to make sure it’s delivered, or that the industry pays
for it, what confidence can we have that the industry will rapidly step up the pace? And while we recognise
the uncertainty about which of those technologies will succeed and which will fail, allowing passenger
numbers and airport capacity to grow will allow the aviation emissions problem to worsen while we wait
and see, and that feels like a betrayal of the Government’s promise to build back better. 

In the absence of new aviation policy to deliver the assumptions made in the proposed emissions
trajectories, we cannot understand on what evidence the Government feels justified in making specific
reference (in endnote 39) to its previous policy of Making Best Use of Existing Runways or why it advises
that this earlier policy should “continue to have full effect, for example, as a material consideration in
decision-taking on applications for planning permission.”

There is an urgent need for the Government to set new, near-term emissions targets. This analysis would,
we believe, highlight the need for a much stronger policy approach the one so far considered, including
demand management, and airport capacity limits.


